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WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 
MAY 11 2015 

 
Present: Chairman Dan Meehan, Mark Getsay, Phil DiCarlo, Brad Lamb 
Also Present: Planning Director Jim Bedell, Assistant Planning Director Will Krause, 

Law Director John Wheeler, Clerk of Commissions Nicolette Sackman 
 
Discussion of agenda items and fact finding was conducted at 7:00 p.m.  The regular 
meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. by Chairman Dan Meehan. 
 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
Chairman Meehan explained that Mr. Fatzinger resigned due to moving out of the city so 
new officers were needed for Vice Chairman and Secretary. 
 
Motion: Mr. Getsay moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to elect Mr. Lamb Vice Chairman 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 
Motion: Mr. Getsay moved and Mr. Meehan second to elect Mr. DiCarlo Secretary 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Mr. Lamb moved, seconded by Mr. DiCarlo to approve the minutes of the regular 
meeting of April 6, 2015. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo 
Abstain: Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 
COUNCIL REPORT  
Councilman Getsay reported on council items. 
 
SELECTED CORRESPONDENCE - None 
 
OLD BUSINESS  
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Crocker Park Sign Criteria and Master Sign Plan 
(LFA #38), revisions, within Crocker Park, rep. B 
Meng, Ward 5, tabled 4/6/15 

Mr. Levitz reviewed LFA (large format advertising sign) #38 explained it is on the KSE II 
building facing Union St.  At the last meeting there were concerns if the sign was primarily 
visible from Crocker Road.  Heading southbound on Crocker Road the sign will not be seen 
at all and traveling northbound it would only be seen for a few seconds at the intersection of 
Crocker and Union as they have agreed not to install the sign until after the APG (A Parking 
Garage) building is constructed. He stressed that this sign is not a new sign and has been in 
the criteria and was previously approved in this location.  What they are now doing is 
showing the location on the building as the KSE building has been split into two buildings 
instead of one building.  Attorney Alyssa Kamm explained the only change is splitting the 
KSE building into two buildings and the sign is in the same location facing the same 
direction as previously approved. They have agreed to not install the sign until the APG 
building is constructed and the size of the sign has been reduced.  
 
Mr. Krause reviewed his staff memo noting the history of the Crocker Park Sign Plan and 
Master Sign Criteria.  Crocker Park as a PUD has been allowed special signs that are not 
permitted elsewhere in the city as they were internal to Crocker Park and not visible outside 
of Crocker Park.  LFA #38 has been revised so it is 40’ closer to Crocker Road but it has 
been reduced in size (a shorter sign).  In 2010 a large banner sign was requested on the 
Regal Cinema bridge which started the discussion of large format advertising signs and the 
need to generate revenue through advertising within Crocker Park. 
 
Lengthy discussion ensued between Attorney John Wheeler, Attorney Alyssa Kamm, Mr. 
Levitz, Mr. Krause and the commission regarding if LFA #38 is primarily visible from 
Crocker Road, if the angle of the sign can be changed to face into Crocker Park more, 
comparing the original location to the new location, the change in size of the sign, this sign 
and location have already been approved, that these types of signs should be internal to 
Crocker Park, the LFA above Brio is visible from Crocker Road, reviewed photos of the 
site, and the intent for these special types of signs to be internal to Crocker Park. The 
commission would like to see renderings of the sign angled 10° inward.  Attorney Kamm 
advised that can be done but they have concerns with changing the angle too much as that 
would require structural changes to the building which would incur costs they were not 
anticipating since the sign had previously been approved.  
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table the Crocker Park Sign 
Criteria and Master Sign Plan (LFA #38) to the June 1st meeting. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Community Greek Orthodox Lot Split & Assembly, 
end of Fox Run (east of Beaver Creek), PP#214-29-
018 & 215-25-010, rep. C. Szucs, Ward 1, tabled 
4/6/15 
Seybert-Reserve at Fox Run, lot split and assembly, 
2347 Beaver Creek & vacant land to rear, PP# 214-




TO:  Planning Commission Members, Jim Bedell 


FROM: Will Krause,  


CC:  Nicolette Sackman  


DATE: 5/8/15 


RE: LFA Location #38 – Amended Findings and Recommendations 


 
Findings of Fact: 


20. The KSE-II building is 29’ tall and the revised height for  LFA at Location #38 is 14’ 
tall for a total height above grade of 43’. 


 
Recommendations: Recommend approval of LFA #38 as submitted 3/20/15 with the following  
conditions: 


1. That if and when LFA #38 is constructed the front face of the sign be angled toward 
Union Square so that it is not primarily visible from Crocker Road. 


2. That the wording of LFA #38 be updated to state: “That the sign will not be installed 
until such time that block KSE and APG or another building is built in the location 
shown for the APG building, and that the APG or other building is a minimum of 43’ 
tall. 


3. That the applicant submit three copies of the Criteria pages as revised and a CD with 
a pdf of the whole criteria as revised for posting on the city’s web site. 
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TO:  Planning Commission Members, Jim Bedell 


FROM: Will Krause,  


CC:  Nicolette Sackman  


DATE: 5/5/15 


RE: LFA Location #38 


Section 13.1 (Amended 5-20-2013) of the Crocker Park Mixed-Use Area Sign Criteria and 
Master Sign Plan addresses Sign Type K: Poster Advertisement and Large Format 
Advertisement Signs (LFAs). It was first added as an amendment to the criteria approved by 
Planning Commission (PC) on 10-25-2010 and 11-8-2010. The first sentence of this Section 
states: “The purpose of the Poster Advertisement (PA) and Large Format Advertisement (LFA) 
Sign program is to display advertisement by limited square-foot areas and in specified locations 
primarily visible within Crocker Park. Following Crocker Park’s diverse and dynamic aesthetic 
goals, these signs are to enhance and promote Crocker Park’s ‘downtown’ character by adding 
another layer of visual interest and vitality to its urban environment.” Note that the emphasis is 
on enhancing “its” (Crocker Park’s) urban environment, not the rest of Westlake’s environment.  
This distinction has been made whenever more latitude has been given for signage within 
Crocker Park versus signage visible from outside of Crocker Park which has to closely conform 
to what would be approved in the rest of the city. My understanding of the history and evolution 
of the “primarily visible” phrase and concept was that it actually began as a prohibition – in that 
certain types of signs could not be primarily visible from outside of Crocker Park.  
 
The use of  the phrase “primarily visible” began in staff memos and Planning Commission 
minutes to limit signs within Crocker Park so that they were NOT “primarily visible” from 
outside Crocker Park. 
 
The conversation about LFAs between Crocker Park and Planning Commission and staff began 
in 2010 when Crocker Park requested approval to place a temporary advertising sign on the 
Crocker Park BE Bridge to the Regal Cinema. The Planning Commission had anticipated such a 
possible request due to the bridge’s location and visibility. Therefore when they approved the 
development plan for the bridge they specifically prohibited hanging temporary banners on the 
bridge.  In 2010, in the midst of the Great Recession, Crocker Park saw their proposed advertising 
sign as a short term opportunity which would bring some income to Crocker Park. They proposed to 
bring revised sign criteria to the commission to address some issues in the existing criteria as well as 
to address these “inspirational advertising signs” throughout Crocker Park.  
 







The PC minutes of 7/12/10 also state that they had computer generated renderings of what the 
sign would look like on the bridge as well as how it would look from the intersection of Union 
Street and Crocker Road. Therefore, even though the bridge is at the farthest from Crocker Road 
(520’ from the curb of Crocker Road) and on the western edge of what would later be called  the 
“Union Square” urban node, and “The Times Square” of Crocker Park, and the “Entertainment 
District” there was concern about its visibility from Crocker Road and it was denied approval. 
 


 
  


* An over-arching principal when the LFA entitlements were approved by Planning 
Commission was that the LFAs would not be primarily visible from Crocker Road. This is 
keeping with the principal guiding all signage at Crocker Park that extra latitude is given 
for signage within Crocker Park but that signage on the perimeter would conform with 
signage allowed on the other side of Crocker Road and in the rest of the city under the 
regular Westlake sign code. 
 
 
Ultimately Planning Commission did allow the inclusion of LFA’s in specific locations in 
Crocker Park as part of the revisions approved 10/25/10, 11/8/10 and 5/20/13. However, in the 
course of the dialogue in  2010 and through 2013 a number of locations were eliminated because 
of concerns that they would be primarily visible from outside of Crocker Park or because they 
did not fit with the architecture of the buildings. The locations eliminated due to visibility from 
Crocker Road include #3 and #35. In addition earlier versions had the Urban Node “Union 
Square” at Main Street and Union Street extend eastward toward Crocker Road along the sides 
of the proposed APG parking garage and KSE building much closer to Crocker Road. It was 
revised several times to move the easterly edge farther away from Crocker Road so that it was 







more tightly focused on the area in front of the Regal Theatre and ringed by Nordstrom Rack, the 
north wall of the Bar Louie tenant space, and a portion of the APG parking garage and the west 
wall of the KSE building. The mistake in the 2013 version was allowing a short segment of the 
south wall of the KSE building to have LFA Location #38. This was a mistake because it was not 
keeping with the principle that any “extra” type and quantity of signs be limited to areas 
primarily visible from within Crocker Park. On the site plan it did not appear that it would be 
primarily visible from Crocker Road. A mistake that has been exacerbated with not including the 
APG parking garage on the latest approved PDP, the splitting of the KSE building into two parts 
and the approval of development plans which set the main massing of the Hyatt Place hotel 15’ 
behind the front wall of the KSE- II building. The splitting of the KSE building into two parts 
has moved the proposed location of LFA #38, 40’ closer to the Crocker Road curb than 
previously approved by Planning Commission in 2013. 
 


 
 
This is view from the corner of Union Street and Crocker Road. The APG parking garage 
if ever built would be to the left of the sidewalk above. 







 
23’ X 53’ rooftop LFA on top of 29’ tall KSE-II building. Overall height is 52’. Easterly 
leading edge of sign is 40’ closer to the Crocker Road curb than previous location approved 
by PC. Sign has been reduced in size to 14’ X 48’. 


 
 
Unlike the original KSE building, the building mass of the Hyatt Place in the foreground 
steps back 15’ from the KSE II building with Yardhouse restaurant occupying the 
southeast portion of the building and LFA #38 on the roof. 
 







 
Looking northeast from under bridge. Note how entrance to Yardhouse has been canted so 
that the entrance addresses Union Square. We recommend that the rooftop sign be angled 
in a similar way to be primarily visible from Union Square in Crocker Park rather than 
primarily visible from Crocker Road. 
 


 
 
K Block looking South towards the rear of future LFA #38 sign structure. Showing the 
importance of screening the back of the sign with architecture to be approved by the 
Planning Commission. 
 
Findings of Fact 







1. LFAs were added to the amended Crocker Park Mixed-Use Area Sign Criteria and 
Master Sign Plan (“Criteria”) in 2010. They are permitted in specific locations as long as 
they are primarily visible within Crocker Park. 


2. The Preliminary Development Plan (“PDP”) was revised and approved on 2/6/12 to 
include the KSE building consisting of a four story “L” shaped hotel on a one story 
restaurant podium. 


3. The K Block revised site plan for PDP was approved on 7/17/12 to include the KSE 
building consisting of a five story “T” shaped hotel on a one story restaurant podium. 


4. The Criteria was last amended 5/20/13. 
5. LFA Location #38 was added as part of the 5/20/13 amendment. 
6. Section 1.2 of the Criteria was amended 5/20/13 to show Union Square bounded on the 


south by the AW building and APG parking garage and on the north and east by the 
KSW and KSE buildings. 


7. The PDP was revised and approved 9/9/13 to include the KSE building consisting of a 
seven story “T” shaped hotel on a one story restaurant podium and a four story residential 
tower on top of KSW (Nordstrom Rack). 


8. The PDP was revised and approved 10/21/13 to include the KSE building split into two 
parts, an easterly six story hotel and a westerly one story restaurant building divided by a 
wunnerf. The residential tower on top of KSW eliminated with this PDP. 


9. The PDP was revised and approved 6/2/14 to include the KSE building split into two 
parts, an easterly six story hotel (KS-I) and a westerly one story restaurant building (KS-
II) divided by a pedestrian alley. 


10. KSE-II final development plan approved 10/6/14 with three restaurant tenant spaces and 
no signage. 


11. On 10/28/14, as part of the review of the KSE-II foundation construction plans the 
Planning Department notifies the Building Department that because buildings KSE and 
KSW have changed the LFAs on the KSE and KSW buildings need to be reviewed and 
the structural parts for the LFA may no longer be needed. 


12. On 1/8/15, as part of the review of the revised KSE-II shell construction plans the 
Planning Department notifies the Building Department that since the third major tenant 
space in the KSE building is not being constructed and large expanses of wall will 
temporarily be finished in EIFS rather than brick that the phasing of the building needs to 
go back to Planning Commission for approval. 


13. On 2/2/15 the Planning Commission recommends approval of the phasing for the KSE-II 
building with a condition that the LFA sign criteria for this area be updated with the 
current configuration of approved building footprints for review and approval by the PC. 


14. On 2/24/15 Brian Meng of Bialosky + Partners Architects submitted revisions to the Sign 
Criteria and requested that the 2/2/15 motion be amended by PC to allow administrative 
approval of the changes. Location 38 is updated with the new building KSE-II footprint 
and added text indicating that architectural screening shall be required behind the sign 
and subject to the approval of Planning Commission. On 3/2/15 PC PC refers the 
revisions to the Criteria to the 4/6/15 PC meeting. 


15. On 3/20/15 Location 38 is further updated by Brian Meng with the statement “This sign 
will not be installed until such time that Block KSE and APG are built.” 







16. On 4/6/15 PC approved all of the proposed revisions to the Criteria (with a condition that 
LFA #35 and #36 be lowered as presented in the second presentation on 4/6/15) with the 
exception of LFA #38 which is tabled until the 5/11/15 PC meeting. 


17. LFA #38 is 40’ closer to Crocker Road than previously approved by PC. 
18. As per the revisions submitted 2/24/15, LFA #38 has been reduced in size to 14’ X 48’ = 


672 sq. ft. (from previously approved 23’ X 52’3” = 1,202 sq. ft.). 
19. The main façade of the Hyatt Place hotel (KSE-I) is set back 15’ from the front plane of 


the KSE-II building on which LFA #38 is mounted. 
 
Recommendations: Recommend approval of LFA #38 as submitted 3/20/15 with the following  
conditions: 


1. That if and when LFA #38 is constructed the front face of the sign be angled toward 
Union Square so that it is not primarily visible from Crocker Road. 


2. That the applicant submit three copies of the Criteria pages as revised and a CD with 
a pdf of the whole criteria as revised for posting on the city’s web site. 
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30-084 & 214-29-018, rep. J. Orley, WARD 1 
Demonica-Reserve at Fox Run, lot split and 
assembly, 2337 Beaver Creek & vacant land to rear, 
PP# 214-30-083 & 214-29-018, rep. J. Orley, WARD 
1  
Chadwick-Reserve at Fox Run, lot split and 
assembly, 2317 Beaver Creek & vacant land to rear, 
PP# 214-29-034 & 214-29-018, rep. J. Orley, WARD 
1  
Bowron-Reserve at Fox Run, lot split and assembly, 
23435 Wingedfoot Dr. & vacant land to rear, PP# 
214-30-101 & 214-29-018, rep. J. Orley, WARD 1 
Reserve at Fox Run Subdivision Preliminary Plan, 
end of Fox Run (east of Beaver Creek), 14 lots, 
PP#214-29-018, rep. C. Szucs, Ward 1, tabled 4/6/15 

Mr. Orley explained they are purchasing 13.7 acres from the Community Greek Orthodox 
Church and will split it from the church property to create a subdivision.  Mr. Hoffman, 
engineer, explained there are also four additional lot splits and assemblies as some of the 
surrounding neighbors wished to purchase property to assemble to their own lots as 
additional buffer.   
 
Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo regarding the lot splits and assemblies for the 
Community Greek Orthodox Church, Seybert, Demonica, Chadwick and Bowron.  The 
Demonica assembly will create an “L” shaped lot as the neighbor adjacent to the 
Demonica’s were not interested in purchasing land so the Demonica’s are purchasing that 
portion of land.  
 
Regarding the subdivision Mr. Hoffman explained originally they were proposing 17 single 
family lots but due to the purchase of land by some of the neighbors the subdivision was 
reduced in size to 14 lots.  There will be a dry retention basin on lots 1 and 2.  Mr. Bedell 
reviewed his staff memo noting this is the preliminary plan and the first step in the 
subdivision process.  To follow is a final plan which will include detailed engineering 
improvement plans.  He reviewed the 1984 Guide Plan which showed the extension of this 
street but due to changes in the surrounding parcels the street will not connect to another 
street and will have a cul-du-sac.  It is recommended that there be a home owner’s 
association to handle maintenance of the retention basin in the future and suggested that an 
island be placed in the cul-du-sac.  The developer and the Councilwoman Appel had a 
community meeting in March to review the proposal with the surrounding residents.  
 
Mrs. Pam Gallagher, 23285 Pheasant Lane, expressed the following: concerns with 
construction traffic, the traffic pattern to be used and if vehicles would access the 
subdivision from Center Ridge Road, dirt, noise, and requested that the Quail Hollow 
entrance be used to access the subdivision not Center Ridge Road. 
 
Mrs. Demonica 2337 Beaver Creek, expressed the following: she would not like to see the 
Quail Hollow entrance used as there is a bridge at the entrance that already has damaged 
cobblestones and further wear and tear would cause more damage, concerns with the 
damage to the bridge and sinking concrete, and the use of heavy machinery on the bridge. 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/5/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Lot Split & Assembly 
Necessary for Fox Run Subdivision 


Development Name Community Greek Orthodox Lot 
Split & Assembly 


Address End of Fox Run (east of Beaver 
Creek) 


Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 214-29-018 & 215-25-010 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use R-1f-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 Chuck Szucs, Polaris Engineering and 
Surveying 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to create a 
parcel of land in order to subdivide it in 
accordance with the proposed Fox Run 
Subdivision Preliminary Plan.  This is a 
mandate of the platting process that 
requires that there be only one parcel 
encompassing the area to be subdivided 
prior to adoption of the final plat.  The 
proposed lot split and assembly is 
reflective of the draft proposed 
preliminary plan.  
 
More specifically, approximately 13 acres 
of land will be split from parcel 214-29-
018 to create a new parcel with the same 
geographic boundaries as the proposed 
preliminary plan Fox Run Subdivision.   
A remainder parcel of approximately 3.4 
acres will be assembled with parcel 214-
25-010 to create a parcel with 
approximately 5.5 acres (Community 
Greek Orthodox).   
 
After this is approved, parcels will be split off from the northern edge of the new Fox Run Subdivision Parcel and 
will be assembled to four properties in the Quail Hollow Two Subdivision for lots 23, 31, 32, and 45 in order to 
provide a larger buffer to the Fox Run Subdivision (see staff reports for 15-05-30, 31, 32, and 33). 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Engineering Recommends approval 
Finance Recommends approval 
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PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
 


 The platting process mandates that there 
by only one parcel prior to approval of the 
final plat. 


 The geographic boundaries of the new lot 
are the same as the proposed preliminary 
plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will not 
alter the proposed design of the 
subdivision. 
 


Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff 
recommends that the Planning Commission 
approve the Community Greek Orthodox Lot Split 
involving parcels 214-29-018 & 215-25-010. 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
Location of Lot 
Split and Assembly 
 
 
 
 
 


Proposed Preliminary Plan for Fox Run 
Subdivision 
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WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/5/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Lot Split & Assembly 
Necessary for Fox Run Subdivision 


Development Name Chadwick-Reserve at Fox Run 
Address 2317 Beaver Creek & vacant land 


to the rear. 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 214-29-034 & 214-29-018 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use R-1f-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 Justin Orley, Orley Homes Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
 
 PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to split property off of the new 
parcel for Fox Run Subdivision (see staff report for 15-04-20) 
in order to assemble it to a neighboring property in the Quail 
Hollow Two Subdivision, lot 23.  This provides a larger buffer 
to the proposed Fox Run Subdivision. 
 
More specifically, 6,424 s.f. will be split from 214-29-018 and 
assembled to the rear of 214-29-034.  The lot width to depth 
ratio for the lot after the assembly is required to be a minimum 
of 1.4:1 and a maximum of 3.5:1.  The assembly creates a new 
lot that is 2.2:1, which is acceptable.  
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Recommends approval 
Finance Recommends approval 
 
 
PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
 


 The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a 
buffer to the proposed Fox Run Subdivision. 


 The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as 
the proposed preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision 
and will not alter the proposed design of the subdivision. 
 


Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the 
Planning Commission approve the Chadwick-Reserve at Fox Run 
lot split and assembly involving parcels 214-29-034 and 214-29-
018. 
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Chadwick Reserve at Fox Run Lot Split and Assembly.pdf




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/5/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Lot Split & Assembly 
Necessary for Fox Run Subdivision 


Development Name Bowron-Reserve at Fox Run 
Address 23435 Wingedfoot Dr. & vacant 


land to the rear. 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 214-30-101 & 214-29-018 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use R-1f-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 Justin Orley, Orley Homes Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
 
 PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to split property off of the new 
parcel for Fox Run Subdivision (see staff report for 15-04-20) in 
order to assemble it to a neighboring property in the Quail Hollow 
Three Subdivision, lot 45.  This provides a larger buffer to the 
proposed Fox Run Subdivision and squares off the rear lot line. 
 
More specifically, 2,165 s.f. will be split from 214-29-018 and 
assembled to the rear of 214-30-101.  The lot width to depth ratio 
for the lot after the assembly is required to be a minimum of 1.4:1 
and a maximum of 3.5:1.  The assembly creates a new lot that is 
1.9:1, which is acceptable.  
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Recommends approval 
  
 


 
PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
 


 The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a 
buffer to the proposed Fox Run Subdivision. 


 The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as 
the proposed preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision 
and will not alter the proposed design of the subdivision. 
 


Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the 
Planning Commission approve the Bowron-Reserve at Fox Run 
lot split and assembly involving parcels 214-30-101 and 214-29-
018. 
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Bowron Reserve at Fox Run Lot Split and Assembly.pdf




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/5/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Lot Split & Assembly 
Necessary for Fox Run Subdivision 


Development Name Demonica-Reserve at Fox Run 
Address 2337 Beaver Creek & vacant land 


to the rear. 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 214-30-083 & 214-29-018 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use R-1f-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 Justin Orley, Orley Homes Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to split property off of the new parcel 
for Fox Run Subdivision (see staff report for 15-04-20) in order to 
assemble it to a neighboring property in the Quail Hollow Two 
Subdivision, lot 32.  This provides a larger buffer to the proposed 
Fox Run Subdivision.  Since the owner of lot 22 did not want 
additional property (Parcel “C”), it is being assembled to lot 32.  This 
creates a large L shaped parcel that is preferred because Parcel “C” 
would otherwise be landlocked.  Parcel “C” can be sold to the owner 
of Lot 22 and assembled to that property if desired in the future. 
 
More specifically, 20,145 s.f. will be split from 214-29-018 and 
assembled to the rear of 214-30-083.  This creates an irregularly 
shaped lot (l shape) that is not “more or less rectangular in form.”  
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Recommends approval 
Finance Recommends approval 
 
 
PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
 


 The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a buffer to 
the proposed Fox Run Subdivision. 


 The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as the 
proposed preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will 
not alter the proposed design of the subdivision. 
 


Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the 
Planning Commission approve the Demonica -Reserve at Fox Run lot 
split and assembly involving parcels 214-30-083 and 214-29-018 with 
a modification granted for the irregular lot shape. 
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Demonica-Reserve at Fox Run Lot Split and Assembly.pdf




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/5/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Lot Split & Assembly 
Necessary for Fox Run Subdivision 


Development Name Seybert-Reserve at Fox Run 
Address 2347 Beaver Creek & vacant land 


to the rear. 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 214-30-084 & 214-29-018 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use R-1f-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 Justin Orley, Orley Homes Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to split property off of the new 
parcel for Fox Run Subdivision (see staff report for 15-04-20) 
in order to assemble it to a neighboring property in the Quail 
Hollow Two Subdivision, lot 31.  This provides a larger buffer 
to the proposed Fox Run Subdivision. 
 
More specifically, 18,925 s.f. will be split from 214-29-018 and 
assembled to the rear of 214-30-084.  The lot width to depth 
ratio for the lot after the assembly is required to be a minimum 
of 1.4:1  and a maximum of  3.5:1.  The assembly creates a new 
lot that is 1.7:1, which is acceptable.  
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Recommends approval 
Finance Recommends approval 
 
 
PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
 


 The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a 
buffer to the proposed Fox Run Subdivision. 


 The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as 
the proposed preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision 
and will not alter the proposed design of the subdivision. 
 


Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the 
Planning Commission approve the Seybert-Reserve at Fox Run 
lot split and assembly involving parcels 214-30-084 and 214-29-
018. 
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WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/5/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Preliminary Plan Major Subdivision Development Name Fox Run Subdivision Preliminary 


Plan 
Address End of Fox Run (east of Beaver 


Creek) 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 214-29-018 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use R-1F-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 Chuck Szucs, Polaris Engineering and 
Surveying 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a major subdivision 
preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision.   
 
The subdivision is an extension of Fox Run that has been identified 
in the Westlake Guide Plan as an extended street for residential 
homes since 1984. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


The subdivision consists of 14 residential lots, ranging in size 
from 22,290 s.f. (lot 13) to 53,202 s.f. (lot 2).  All lots meet the 
requirements for square footage and setbacks.  Some lots do not 
meet the lot width/depth ratio, which is typical in infill 
locations and when cul-de-sacs are used (see part IV of this 
report).  Storm water retention is planned within an easement 
on the rear of lots 1, 2, and 3.  Preliminary engineering suggests 
that a dry basin will be able to be constructed without the need 
for fencing.  The residents will be responsible for the 
maintenance of the basin. 
 
While an earlier draft included a planting island in the cul-de-
sacs, the Westlake Service Department recommended against it, 
unless it will be maintained by a homeowners association (HOA).  The applicant does not wish to establish an 
HOA and has removed the island.  Staff would prefer the island to break up the large expanse of pavement in the 
cul-de-sac, provide space for snow storage and eliminate the possibility that it will be used for basketball by 
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adjacent homes.  If the island is not planted, perhaps the applicant could leave it in a wooded state or plant it with 
woodland vegetation that does not require maintenance. These details can be worked out in the improvement plan 
for the final plat.  Furthermore, a homeowners association is required to maintain the retention basin. 
 
On 3/23/15, the applicant hosted a neighborhood 
meeting.  Residents within 500’ of the proposed 
subdivision were invited.  It was also attended by 
Councilwoman Lynda Appel and Jim Bedell.  The 
applicant presented the proposed subdivision and 
answered questions from residents.  Comments 
were on the housing design and size, setbacks, an 
easement with a sidewalk to the park, having an 
island in the cul-de-sac, and preservation of 
vegetation along property lines.  The applicant 
offered to explore ways to preserve trees that are 
near existing homes, especially those that were 
planted on the property lines.  The homes will be 
3,000 – 4,000 s.f. and will cost $800,000 and up 
with total costs including land estimated at $1-1.1 
million.  The developer hopes to break ground in 
September.   
 
Since the meeting, the applicant revised plans for 
the subdivision.  Three lots were removed in order 
to provide additional land for sale to adjacent 
property owners (see staff reports for 15-04-30, 31, 
32 and 33).  This increases the buffer between the 
existing subdivision by 69’-100’ and eliminates any 
encroachments on the property from adjacent lots. 
 
A pedestrian connection to Tri-City Park is recommended adjacent to the end of the cul-de-sac.  This can be 
accomplished through an easement on one or more lots.   
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Recommends approval. 
Forestry Recommends approval. 
Fire 1. All fire hydrants, new or replacements shall have a 5” Integral Storz Pumper 


Connection on the fire hydrant pumper nozzle and 2½” Cleveland Standard thread on 
the remaining ports.  Hydrants shall be Mueller, Kennedy, or the equivalent.  


2. All fire hydrants required shall be installed, in working order, and accessible at all 
times before beginning construction on the above grade permanent structure.  WCO 
1371.02 (g) 


3. Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire 
department personnel. 2011 OFC Section 504.1 


4. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 
20 feet and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches.  2011 
OFC 503.2.1 


5. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be designed and maintained to support the 
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imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather 
driving capabilities.  2011  OFC 503.2.3 


6. The 25’/50’ turning radii shall be maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 
2011 OFC 503.2.4 


7. Any subdivision or street proposed to contain more than twenty-five dwellings thereon, 
or any street or extension thereof, proposed to exceed 1,000 feet in length, shall have a 
minimum of two permanent means of access, one from each direction.  Such 
permanent means of access must be a dedicated public street(s) constructed to the street 
standards of Section 1129.08 and have at least two intersections with one or more 
major or secondary street(s). WCO 1127.04 (3) 


Police Provide a fence around the basin. 
 
PART IV  GUIDE PLAN/ ZONING AND PLATTING CODE 
 
Guide Plan 
 
The future land use plan identifies the future use of this property as single family residential and includes the 
proposed street. 
 
Planning and Platting Code 
 


STANDARD CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


ZONING DISTRICT R-1f-80, one family 
residential 


Same OK 


Topography Design minimizes 
destruction of trees and 
topsoil. 


The applicant intends these 
to be wooded home sites 
whenever possible. 


OK 


STREET  Intersections Close to 90 degree angle At 90 degrees N/A 


DESIGN Right-of-way  60 feet min. 60’ OK 
 Cul-de-sac 125’ 150’ OK 


CURVATURE Radius not less than 150 
feet for local streets 


180’ OK 


STREET NAME Cannot duplicate others in 
western Cuyahoga 
County. 


Extension of existing street OK 


BLOCK Average 1,500’ Approx. 625’ OK 


PLANNING Max. 1,800’ Approx. 720’ OK 


 Cul-de-sac 500’ 220’ max. OK 


 Double 
Loading 


Required Double OK 


LOT DESIGN Standard Lots 


Area  


20,000 sf. +20,000s.f. OK 


 Width at street 45’ +45’  OK 


 Width at Bldg. 100’ + 100’  OK 


 Corner Lots Min lot width at building 
line of 120’ and min. lot 
area of 22,000 sf. 


Lot 14 – 135’; 25,271 s.f . OK 


 Depth to Width 
Ratio 


1.4:1 Min. 3.5:1 Max. Lot 3 – 1.3:1 


Lot 7 – 1.1:1 


Lot 3 - .1 Modification 


Lot 7 - .3 Modification 
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STANDARD CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


Lot 12 – 1.1:1 


Lot 14 - 1:1 


 


Lot 12 - .3 Modification 


Lot 14 - .4 Modification 


 Side Lot Lines At right angles for radial 
to street lot lines. 


Meets requirement OK 


 Lot shape The lot shall be more or 
less rectangular in form. 


Most are except where not 
possible at cul-de-sac 


OK 


Storm Water Detention Required Easements on lots 1, 2, 3 
(possibly dry basin) 


To be determined with Final Plat 
Improvement Plan, requires HOA 
to maintain as required by 
Engineering/Service Depts.  


SIDEWALKS Required both sides of 
street. 


Shown on both sides at 5’ in 
width 


OK 


Trees (1137.06) Individual 
lot 


6 trees/24 caliper inches 


 


Not required at this time N/A 


 Per acre 20 trees/80 caliper inches  Not required at this time N/A 


STREET NAME 
SIGNS 


 By developer in 
accordance with 
OMUTCD 


Not required at this time N/A 


*From Part 11(Planning and Platting) of the Westlake Codified Ordinances 


 


Modifications 


1131.04  FINAL PLAT FOR MAJOR SUBDIVISION 


 


(e)     Modification.  The Planning Commission may modify or vary the strict application of the lot dimension 
requirements set forth in Sections 1127.05 and 1211.08 where the size, shape and topography restrict 
development, provided that the modification is within the intent and spirit of these Subdivision Regulations (see 
1127.01 below), and further provided that any modification will be set forth in the minutes of the Commission 
and made a condition of its approval.  The size and shape of the property restricts the development, as it is 
located adjacent to existing subdivisions and Tri-City Park.  This results in a slight modification in lot depth to 
width ratio for lots 3, 7, 12, and 14. 


 


1127.01  INTENT AND APPLICATION; INCORPORATION OF PLANS FOR PUBLIC AREAS.   


      The planning principles established in this chapter are intended to be fundamental principles to be applied 
with professional skill in the planning of land so as to produce attractive and harmonious neighborhoods, 
convenient and safe streets and economical layouts of residential, business and industrial development. 


       It may not be possible to incorporate all these principles in each subdivision (especially small developments), 
however, the Planning Commission shall determine if certain principles are not applicable. 


       If a comprehensive Guide Plan, Thoroughfare Plan or plan for parks and other open areas has been adopted, 
streets, school sites, public parks and all other land uses shown on the Guide Plan, Thoroughfare Plan or plan for 
parks and other open areas shall be incorporated in the subdivision plans.  This street is shown in the Guide Plan 
map.  (Ord. 1964-62.  Passed 7-16-64.) 
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PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
 


1. The proposed location of the street is generally the same as the approved 1984 Guide Plan Map with 
changes to the road alignment and lots to reflective of current requirements for minimum lot size 
requirements and surrounding development that makes it impossible to construct the roadway in the exact 
same location as shown in the guide plan. 


2. These changes, as well as the shape of the area to be subdivided, resulted in the need for very minimal 
modifications for lot width to depth ratios for various lots. Even with these modifications, all lots will 
provide the required setbacks and square footage necessary for new home sites. Therefore, the 
modifications are in accordance with sections 1131.04 and 1127.01 of the Planning and Platting Code. 


 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the Fox Run 
Subdivision Preliminary Plan Major Subdivision with the following conditions: 
 


1. The approval is subject to comments in Part III. 
2. Modifications are granted for lot width to depth ratios of .1 for lot 3, .3 for lots 7 and 12 and .4 for lot 14.  
3. An island shall be constructed in the cul-de-sac with the planting design and maintenance to be presented 


with the final plat improvement plan. 
4. A pedestrian connection to Tri-City Park shall be provided. 
5. A homeowners association shall be established for the maintenance of the retention basin and cul-de-sac. 
6. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and Engineering Departments in 


compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, 
should there be any changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the appearance of 
the development approved by the Planning Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning 
Commission. 
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It was explained that there are ordinances in place for noise and the developer is required to 
place a mud bond with the city’s engineering department so streets can be swept and 
maintained during construction.  It was also suggested to contact the Director of Engineering 
Bob Kelly regarding concerns for the damaged bridge.  
 

Community Greek Orthodox Findings of Fact: 
1. The platting process mandates that there by only one parcel prior to approval 

of the final plat. 
2. The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as the proposed 

preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will not alter the proposed 
design of the subdivision. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the Community Greek Orthodox Lot Split involving parcels 214-29-018 
& 215-25-010 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Seybert Findings of Fact: 

1. The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a buffer to the proposed 
Fox Run Subdivision. 

2. The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as the proposed 
preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will not alter the proposed 
design of the subdivision. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. Getsay second to 
approve the Seybert-Reserve at Fox Run lot split and assembly involving parcels 
214-30-084 and 214-29-018. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, Lamb  
Abstain: DiCarlo 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Demonica Findings of Fact: 

1. The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a buffer to the proposed 
Fox Run Subdivision. 

2. The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as the proposed 
preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will not alter the proposed 
design of the subdivision. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the Demonica -Reserve at Fox Run lot split and assembly involving 
parcels 214-30-083 and 214-29-018 with a modification granted for the irregular lot 
shape. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
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Nays: None, motion passed 
 

Chadwick Findings of Fact: 
1. The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a buffer to the proposed 

Fox Run Subdivision. 
2. The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as the proposed 

preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will not alter the proposed 
design of the subdivision. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the Chadwick-Reserve at Fox Run lot split and assembly involving 
parcels 214-29-034 and 214-29-018. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Bowron Findings of Fact: 

1. The lot split and assembly is being done to provide a buffer to the proposed 
Fox Run Subdivision. 

2. The geographic boundaries of the new lot are the same as the proposed 
preliminary plan for Fox Run Subdivision and will not alter the proposed 
design of the subdivision. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. Getsay second 
approve the Bowron-Reserve at Fox Run lot split and assembly involving parcels 
214-30-101 and 214-29-018. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Reserve at Fox Run Findings of Fact: 

1. The proposed location of the street is generally the same as the approved 
1984 Guide Plan Map with changes to the road alignment and lots to reflect 
current requirements for minimum lot size requirements and surrounding 
development that makes it impossible to construct the roadway in the exact 
same location as shown in the guide plan. 

2. These changes, as well as the shape of the area to be subdivided, resulted in 
the need for very minimal modifications for lot width to depth ratios for 
various lots. Even with these modifications, all lots will provide the required 
setbacks and square footage necessary for new home sites. Therefore, the 
modifications are in accordance with sections 1131.04 and 1127.01 of the 
Planning and Platting Code. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to recommend approval of the Fox Run Subdivision Preliminary Plan Major 
Subdivision with the following conditions: 

1. The approval is subject to comments in the staff report. 
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2. Modifications are granted for lot width to depth ratios of .1 for lot 3, .3 for 
lots 7 and 12 and .4 for lot 14.  

3. An island shall be constructed in the cul-de-sac with the planting design and 
maintenance to be presented with the final plat improvement plan. 

4. A pedestrian connection to Tri-City Park shall be provided. 
5. A homeowners association shall be established for the maintenance of the 

retention basin and cul-de-sac. 
6. The approval is subject to approval of the final plans by the Building and 

Engineering Departments in compliance with the code and the ordinances of 
the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, should there be any 
changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually alter the 
appearance of the development approved by the Planning Commission, the 
plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning Commission. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
NEW BUSINESS  

Sur La Table Storefront & Sign Plan, 218 Main St., 
PP#211-25-004, rep. R. Levitz. WARD 5 

Mr. Levitz reviewed the proposal for the storefront and sign plan.  The storefront will 
consist of a dark grey stone veneer, wood trim, metal accents, and striped awnings.  The 
door will be red as an accent color.  He reviewed the proposed sign and the details for the 
signs. Mr. Krause reviewed his staff memo complimenting Mr. Levitz on the design. 
 

Storefront Findings of Fact: 
1. The storefront complies with the requirements of the design guidelines. 

 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to recommend approval of the Sur La Table storefront as presented with the 
following conditions: 

1. Condition that the red door is considered part of the storefront, not part of 
the sign area. 

2. All departmental comments from Section III of the staff report are addressed 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Sign Plan Findings of Fact: 

1. The proposal complies with the sign criteria. 
 

Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the Sur La Table sign plan. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Development Plan Approval 
Requests approval of a new storefront & sign plan for Sur La 
Table 


Development Name Sur La Table 
Address 218 Main St. 


Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 211-25-004 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 R. Levitz, rep. for  
Sur La Table 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


3/6/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a storefront and sign plan for Sur La Table which is occupying new 
tenant space in the GNW “Warehouse Lofts” building. Separate storefront and sign plans are required for each 
new tenant. 
 
Storefront 
The storefront is divided into three or six bays depending on how one interprets it. It consists primarily of dark 
grey stone veneer with wood trim and  metal grilles painted to match, a red door, stone base, and decorative juicer 
decorations, awning fittings and signage in copper. The four largest window panels and an end bay with a sign are 
topped by black and white striped awnings. There are two low key light sconces and two lights to externally 
illuminate the copper sign. The door is painted red but can be considered part of the storefront rather than part of 
the signage under Section 6.11 of the Crocker Design Guidelines.  The awnings have no logos or lettering on 
them so they too are considered part of the storefront rather than signage. Four transom windows are covered in 
translucent window film, presumably to hide the mechanicals behind them. This is a richly appointed storefront 
which fits well into the warehouse building. 
 
Sign Plan 
The sign plan is very imaginative and adds a boutique feel to the new shop. The calculation matrix is correct. The 
calculation matrices are based on Section 10.1 for a minor retail tenant under 20,000 sq. ft. The signage consists 
of one internally illuminated fascia sign, two externally illuminated copper fascia wall signs, one blade sign, eight 
small window signs, and a chalkboard easel .  
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
Fire  Recommends approval with standard conditions.  
Building Recommends approval with note that when applying for building permits, any exterior awnings & 


signage will need to bear the seal of an engineer.. 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP adopted 8/27/12 & 
amended on 10/21/13. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact – Storefront 
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1. The storefront complies with the requirements of the design guidelines. 
 
Recommendation – Storefront 


Recommend approval of the Sur La Table storefront as presented: 
1. Condition that the red door is considered part of the storefront, not part of the sign area. 
2. All departmental comments from Section III of this report are addressed. 


 
Findings-of-fact – Sign plan   


1. The proposal complies with the sign criteria. 
  


Recommendation – Sign plan 
Approve the Sur La Table sign plan. 
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Rosewood Grill, Sign Plan, 2033 Crocker Rd., 
PP#211-27-004, rep. B. Petro, WARD 5 

Mr. Helsel, Cicogna Sign Co., reviewed the sign package which is for three wall signs and 
awnings.  The wall signs will be front and back lit with white halo lighting.  The rose logo 
will also be front and back lit but with a rose colored lighting.  There are four awnings and 
three of the awnings will have illuminated letters and there will be accent lights. 
 
Mr. Krause reviewed his staff memo noting the amount of sign area is permitted but a 
modification is need for one of the wall signs.  Wall signs are limited to 20’ above grade and 
while the logo is at 17’ but above a portion of the building that is covered in roofing material 
which requires a modification.  The logo is tastefully done as are the awnings.  
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The proposed sign package falls within the amount of sign area available 

for the building. 
2. The logo is mounted less than 20’ above grade but is over a portion of the 

building that is covered in roofing material so therefore by definition is a 
roof sign. 

3. The proposed awnings are externally and internally illuminated. 
4. The only portion of the awnings that light will shine through are the white 

letters. 
 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the Rosewood Grill sign plan with the following condition and 
modifications: 

1. Condition that the black fabric awnings are fully opaque except for the 
white letters as shown. 

2. Modification to allow the awnings to be externally and internally 
illuminated as shown and not be all counted toward sign area. 

3. Modification to allow the rose logo to be mounted at 17’ above grade, 
above a portion of the building that is covered in roofing material. 

4. Permit administrative approval of one panel on each face of the monument 
sign for up to 4.02 sq. ft. of sign area for Rosewood Grill. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
St. John’s Medical Center, Development Plan 
(community garden), 29000 Center Ridge, rep. C. 
Stuhm, WARD 6 

Mr. Stuhm explained the city worked with St. John’s Medical Center last year for a 
community garden.  It was very successful and this year they are seeking to expand it.  The 
garden is near Crocker Road and will have a deer fence surrounding the garden and rain 
barrels.  Mr. Bedell reviewed his memo and noted since the fence is 1’ taller than permitted 
by code the planning commission needs to grant a modification, which is why he could not 
administratively approve the proposal. 
 

Findings of Fact: 




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Requests approval of a sign plan for Rosewood Grill 


Development Name Rosewood Grill in Reserve Office 
Park 


Address 2033 Crocker Rd. 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 211-27-004 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 B. Petro, rep. for Rosewood Grill 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a sign plan for Rosewood Grill. A development plan was approved for 
them 2/2/15, to redevelop the former Applebee’s tenant space. 
 
The Applebee’s signage had been limited under the CUP that was approved for their restaurant use. When a new 
CUP was approved with Ordinance 2014-165 this conditions was eliminated. 
 
The proposal includes three wall signs which consist of forward and halo-lit LED channel letters; “Rosewood” 
which is 50.5 sq. ft. of white letters, “Grill” which is 7.1 sq. ft. of smaller white letters and a 11 sq. ft. red rose 
logo. The logo is mounted approximately 17’ above grade and the other letters lower on the façade of the 
building.  The logo is mounted above a portion of the building which has roofing materials on it so it technically 
is considered a roof sign. 
 
The rest of the signage consists of 5.4 sq. ft. of white lettering on the valances of three of the four new black 
awnings. The letters themselves are translucent and are back lit with LED illumination. The awnings are also lit 
from above with accent lighting. Section 1223.03(a)(5) of the Westlake sign code states that “If the exterior 
surface of an awning is internally or externally illuminated and/or has lettering or numbering on it… then the 
exterior surface of the awning is considered a sign for the computation of sign area.” In the past Planning 
Commission has exempted opaque awnings that are externally illuminated and has only counted the actual area of 
lettering for the computation of sign area. The concern when this code was written in 1996 was the trend at that 
time to internally illuminate brightly colored semi-transparent awnings which had the effect of making the whole 
awning a sign. These proposed awnings, while both externally and internally illuminated are much more low key 
and as long as they are opaque, except for the small amount of lettering, fall more under the category of storefront 
rather than signage. 
 
Rosewood Grill is 53’ wide, which under the current code for Executive Office Park would only allow them 53 
sq. ft. of signage. They have proposed 74 sq. ft. which is significantly less than the 130 sq. ft. previously allocated 
to Applebee’s. Even with the proposed 74 sq. ft. of proposed Rosewood Grill signage, based on the other existing 
approved signage on the property there will slightly less than the 180 sq. ft. of signage permitted (178.6 sq. ft.) for 
the 180’ wide building. 
 
While not shown, the existing monument sign has two blank panels and 8.04 sq. ft. of sign area unused. 
Presumably Rosewood will use one of these panels and 4.02 sq. ft. of the available sign area on it. 
   
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
Fire  Recommends approval.  
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PART IV  ZONING 
Zoning Code Requirements – Executive Office Park 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact   
1. The proposed sign package falls within the amount of sign area available for the building. 
2. The logo is mounted less than 20’ above grade but is over a portion of the building that is covered in 


roofing material so therefore by definition is a roof sign. 
3. The proposed awnings are externally and internally illuminated. 
4. The only portion of the awnings that light will shine through are the white letters. 


  
Recommendation  
Approve the Rosewood Grill sign plan with the following condition and modifications. 


1. Condition that the black fabric awnings are fully opaque except for the white letters as shown. 
2. Modification to allow the awnings to be externally and internally illuminated as shown and not be all 


counted toward sign area. 
3. Modification to allow the rose logo to be mounted at 17’ above grade, above a portion of the building that 


is covered in roofing material. 
4. Permit administrative approval of one panel on each face of the monument sign for up to 4.02 sq. ft. of 


sign area for Rosewood Grill. 
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WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


5/6/15 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
Minor Revision to an approved Development Plan 
Request to construct a community garden 


Development Name St John Medical Center 
Community Garden 


Address 29000 Center Ridge Road 
Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 216-11-001 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Health Campus District 


Hospital 
Applicant 
 


 Michael Duncan Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4-24-15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to expand the community garden at the St. John Medical Center campus that was 
approved by the Planning Commission in 2014.  The current community garden is located to the south of the 
Siedman Cancer Center.   It is 65’-6” x 37’x 6” with wood chipped paths, 14  planting plots bordered by treated 
2x4s, two oak colored 40 gallon rain barrels, a gate, a sign and a 7’ high seasonal fence with “Deerblock” 
protective mesh will surround the garden.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Community Garden 
approved in 2014 
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The garden is being expanded to 48’ x 100’ to include an additional 22 plots.   In addition to the two approved 
oak colored forty gallon rain barrels, three are being added at the entrance to the garden.  The barrels provide 
water for irrigation and are filled weekly by the Service Department during the growing season. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART III  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
 


1. This is a minor revision to an approved development plan to expand the existing community garden. 
2. A 1’ modification is required for the height of the fence. 


 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends 
that the Planning Commission approve St. John’s Medical 
Center Development Plan (community garden) with a 1 foot 
modification in the maximum height of the seasonal fence. 





nsackman
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1. This is a minor revision to an approved development plan to expand the 
existing community garden. 

2. A 1’ modification is required for the height of the fence. 
 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to recommend approval of the St. John’s Medical Center Development Plan 
(community garden) with a 1’ modification in the maximum height of the seasonal 
fence. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Mallard Cove Subdivision, Final Plat, extending 
Mallard Cove, PP#217-07-017, rep. B. McGuinness, 
WARD 6 

Applicant or agent was not present. 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table the Mallard Cove 
Subdivision to June 1st (applicant not present) 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Ordinance 2015-47, rezoning Schneider’s Mobile 
Homes LLC, between Center Ridge & Westwood, 
PP#215-01-011, 013 to 015 & 029, from R-MF-40 & 
General Business District to R-MF-24 (multifamily 
residential),  ref. 4/5/15, WARD 2 

Applicant or agent was not present. 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table Ordinance 2015-47 
(applicant not present) 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Crossings Village Sign Plan, PP#211-19-018, 1630 
Crossings Village, rep. B. Petro, WARD 5 

Mr. Helsel, Cicogna Sign Co., explained the proposal was to change the existing stone 
monument sign face by adding an aluminum panel sign sleeve to match the sign at the other 
entrance. The base structure of the sign will remain the same.  Mr. Krause reviewed his staff 
memo. 
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The proposed sign re-facing matches the other existing monument sign and 

complies with code. 
 
Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the Crossings Village sign re-facing as submitted. 




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Requests approval of a sign face replacement for Crossings 
Village 


Development Name Crossing Village 
Address 1630 Crossings Village 


Meeting Date  5/11/15 PP# 211-19-00 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use R-MF-24/Multi-Family 


Applicant 
 


 B. Petro, rep. 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/14/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a face change consisting of new routed faces to be sleeved over the 
existing masonry sign face structure. The Planning Director referred this to the Planning Commission because he 
felt it was more than he was comfortable approving administratively. The existing sign face is a very plain stone 
face, the proposed new face matches a re-faced monument sign at the Detroit Rd. entrance which was previously 
approved by Planning Commission. The sign to be re-faced is at the second entrance to this development which is 
where Crossings Parkway  connects with Cedarwood Driver. The sign is non-illuminated and complies with code. 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
Fire  Recommends approval.  
 
PART IV  ZONING 
Zoning Code Requirements – R-MF-24 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact   
1. The proposed sign re-facing matches the other existing monument sign and complies with code. 


 
Recommendation  
 Recommend approval of the Crossings Village sign re-facing as submitted.  





nsackman
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ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
American Greetings Sign Plan, 1 American Blvd., 
PP#211-29-005, rep. E Weiss, WARD 5 

Mr. Chris Collins, American Greetings, reviewed the proposal which is for numerous signs 
on and around the building.  Signs consist of wall signs, logo signs, monument sign, and 
directional sign.   
 
Mr. Krause reviewed in detail the proposed signs and what is permitted per the master sign 
criteria for Crocker Park for large scale tenants. This is a large building and unique tenant 
within Crocker Park and the criteria allows for special provisions regarding signage for a 
tenant this size.  The monument sign is oversized but in comparison to the building does not 
look too big.  Modifications will be needed for this sign and the planning commission can 
grant a waiver for an oversized sign. There will be a large rose logo sign mounted onto an 
architectural fin covered in red metal panels on the Crocker Road façade and an over-all 
smaller similar sign and feature on the opposite side of the building facing the H garage.  
Mr. Krause reviewed each sign and Mr. Krause’s memo goes into details regarding the 
proposed signage. 
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. Section 1212.09 of the Westlake Codified Ordinances establishes that 

signage within a PUD is regulated by a sign criteria and master sign plan 
approved by the Planning Commission (PC). 

2. Such a criteria was last amended and approved by PC on 5/20/13. 
3. Section 11.2 and 11.5 are the sections that primarily deal with signage for 

office tenants larger than 80,000 sf. 
4. American Greetings occupies an office building greater than 600,000 sf. 
5. Section 11.2 permits individual signs up to 300 sf and a maximum combined 

allowable area for all Primary sign types up to 1,000 sf for office tenants of 
100,000 sf or greater. It also allows PC to not count background area as sign 
area and to approve logos taller than 5’. Section 11.5 allows up to 75 sf of 
Secondary signage for major office tenants. 

6. Section 1.3 of Criteria states that “Freestanding signs, are allowed, including 
project and building identity signs.” And “Monument entranceway signs shall 
be permitted at each entrance into the development in accordance with the 
regulations in Chapter 1223 of the Codified Ordinances. As a PUD, Crocker 
Park will be allowed to have one (1) double-sided monument sign per 
driveway entrance to the development at a maximum area of 30 square feet or 
one (1) double-sided monument sign at a maximum of 40 square feet for each 
800 lineal feet of frontage. Additionally, one (1) special “PUD District” 
monument sign in excess of forty (40) square feet may be allowed at the 
corner of Crocker and Detroit Roads, with the recommendation of the 
Planning Commission and approval by City Council.” 

 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 5/6/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 Development 


Name 
American Greetings Sign Plan 


Address 
 


1 American Blvd. 


PP# 211-29-005 
Processed By: William Krause, AICP 


Asst. Planning Director 
Zoning/Current 
Use 


Mixed Use PUD/Office & Retail 


Applicant: Elie Weiss, American Greetings, rep. Meeting Date 5/11/15 
Reviewed Plan 
Date Stamp  


4/7/15 & 4/13/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The sign plan includes a large rose logo mounted onto an architectural fin covered in red metal panels on 
the Crocker Road façade of the building. This rose logo is constructed of five LED internally 
illuminated white panels and will be visible from the north. There is a second larger rose logo mounted 
inside a glass element above the bridge that connects the American Greetings building to the H garage 
behind it. This rose logo is a double face internally illuminated sign which illuminates red, there is also a 
smaller red architectural feature on this west facing plaza side of the American Greetings building. On 
Crocker Road there is an externally illuminated over-sized aluminum monument sign with a large, low 
red panel facing north and a smaller white panel oriented south, a large window graphic and smaller 
logo door graphics on the west plaza facing, main entrance side of the building and an over-sized 
directional sign on South Corporate Drive directing visitors to that entrance. 
 
The logo on the front façade is 9’ tall, on the rear façade 18.21’ tall, so both will need special approval 
by the PC, which is discussed in the Crocker Park sign criteria. The rear logo does not appear to be 
visible from Crocker Rd. or abutting residential properties and that should be a condition of approval for 
it. It is a sort of beacon terminating the vista at the southerly end of  Main St. in a similar manner as the 
Regal Cinema sign terminates the northerly end. Planning Commission has also been granted discretion 
to not count the red background color of the two logos as sign area because they are part of the 
architecture of the building and do not include text. If the red areas are counted as sign area than the 
total proposed Primary sign area exceeds the 1,000 sq. ft. granted for office tenants with more than 
80,000 sq. ft. of area, by 174.82 sq. ft.  
 
The Crocker Park sign criteria permits freestanding building identity signs. It limits monumental 
entrance signs to 40 sq. ft. for 800 linear feet of frontage. American Greetings on its own has 680’ of 
frontage on Crocker Rd. and Crocker Park has over 3,400 linear feet on Crocker Road with currently 
only one other approved permanent freestanding signs on the corner of Detroit Rd. & Crocker Rd. 
 
Considering that American Greetings occupies a 650,000 sq. ft. building there is some justification for 
the additional wall and monument sign areas. The next largest commercial buildings in the city top out 
at about 200,000 sq. ft. The red fin on the front of the building is a form of way-finding in that it is 
visible from both the north and south to direct visitors to the American Greetings building which is 
otherwise in neutral earth tones like the other buildings in Crocker Park. The whole sign plan is laid out 
to direct visitors from their cars or transit, to the entrance drives, to the parking lot and into the building. 
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PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Building Approve as long as engineered drawings are submitted for any signage requiring structural review. 


Fire New and existing buildings shall have approved address numbers, building numbers or approved building 
identification placed in a position that is plainly legible and visible from the street or road fronting the 
property.  These numbers shall contrast with their background.  Address numbers shall be Arabic numerals 
or alphabet letters.  Numbers shall be a minimum of 4 inches (102mm) high with a minimum stroke width 
of 0.5 inch (12.7 mm). 2011 OFC Section 505.1 


 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Section 1212.09 & Crocker Park Mixed-Use Area Sign Criteria and Master Sign 
Plan 
 


STANDARD* CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


ZONING DISTRICT PUD (Mixed Use) PUD (Mixed Use) OK 


SIGN TYPE/SQUARE 
FOOTAGE 


Wall Sign Logo  


Sec 11.2, 300 sq. ft. for 
individual wall signs for 
tenants larger than 
100,000 sq. ft. 


The logo on the front 
façade is 9’ X 8’ = 72 sf, 
on the rear façade 18.21’ 
X 15.71’ = 286 sq. ft. 


OK if red is not counted as sign 
area 


Wall Sign Logo & Red Area  
 


As per Section 11.2  300 
sf is the maximum size 
permitted for any 
individual sign & PC can 
elect to not count 
background area as part 
of the sign area.  


Front red fin on the 
building is 12.46’ X 50’ = 
623 sf + front red fin east 
elevation is 1’ X 50’ = 50 
sf; 623 + 50 = 673 sf  
 
Rear red fin 2’ X 40’ = 80 
sf; 286 + 80 = 366 sf 
 
 


PC grant waiver as spelled out in 
Note #3 Section 11.2 of Criteria 
to not count red area as sign 
area  


OR  


If red IS counted as sign area 
then front wall signage including 
red area needs 373 sq. ft. waiver 
and rear logo and red stripe 
requires a 66 sq. ft. waiver. 


E-Vinyl Graphic on Plaza 
entrance windows 


As per Section 11.5, 10 sf 
per structural bay & no 
more than 75 sf of 
Secondary signage. 


5.25’ X 33.25’ = 174.57 sf 
 


Waiver from criteria for 164.57 sf 
extra window signage & 101.96 
sf extra Secondary signage (for 
total of 176.96 sf of Secondary 
signage). 


Door decal logos  
 


As per Section 11.5, 10 sf 
per structural bay. 


5” X 6.5” = .23 sf X 4 = 
.90 sf 


OK 


Directional sign Not specifically permitted 
in the Criteria, As per 
Section 1.3 additional 
sign types may be 
permitted by PC. 


Calculated as either 4’ tall 
& 10 sf or the area of the 
text: .21’ X 2.83 = .59, .15’ 
X 2.83 = .42, logo .42 X 
1.15 = .48, therefore 1.49 
sf with 32% of the sign as 
logo. 


PC grant waiver to permit 4’ tall, 
1.49 sf directional sign with 32% 
logo. 


Monument sign Monument sign allowed 
as per Section 1.3 of 
Criteria for frontage type 
#5 for 80K + office 
tenants or a “building 
identity” sign. Over-sized 
Monument sign approved 
by Planning Commission 
and possibly by City 
Council as per Section 
1.1 last paragraph. 
However, it may not need 


2.17’ X 7.3’ angled south 
= 15.82 sf; 24’ X 5’ angled 
north = 120 sf; 15.82 + 
120 = 135.82 sf; because 
they are joined at a 135 
degree angle which is 
more than 15 degrees 
then both sides are 
counted toward sign area 
as per Section 1223 
(a)(2). 


95.82 sf waiver which may 
require City Council approval. 
 
Proposed sign is 120 sf in one 
direction, 135.82 sf in two 
directions for this 650,000 sf 
building. 120/3 = 40 sf; 650,000/3 
= 216,000. Both Promenade & 
Eveready Corporate Bldg. are 
several of the next largest 
commercial buildings in the city 
at about 216,000 sf each, 
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STANDARD* CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


City Council approval 
because the criteria 
allows “Freestanding 
signs, are allowed, 
including project and 
building identity signs.” 
However, note #3 on  
Section 1.3 limits 
monument entranceway 
signs to 40 sf. 


therefore the size seems 
proportional to the building and 
could be used to justify the larger 
monument sign. 
 


MAXIMUM SIGN AREA 
ALLOWED ON THE SITE 


850 sf permitted for the 
“Primary Identification 
Signage Max Allowable: 
Aggregate.”; 1,000 sf 
permitted for the 
“Maximum Combined 
Allowable Area for All 
Primary Sign Types 
Used.” 


72 sf + 286 sf  + 174.57 sf 
+ .9 sf + 1.49 sf  + 135.82 
= 670.78 sf of sign area.   
681 sf is red color on the 
bldg., 670.78 + 681 = 
1,351.78sf                            
of area that could be 
“signs”. Of these, 
1,174.82 sf are Primary 
sign types. 


OK if the red area is not counted 
as sign area. 
OR 
If the red area IS counted as sign 
area then 174.82 sf waiver to be 
above the 1,000 sf permitted for 
the “Maximum Combined 
Allowable Area for All Primary 
Sign Types Used.” 


Monument  
Sign Setback 


Front 10’ from planned ROW 26.5’ from Crocker curb, 
approx. 5’ from sidewalk 


OK, part of Crocker Road is in 
easement 


Side 10’ from driveway 15’ from driveway, 


33’ from exiting driveway 


OK 


Monument Sign Height 8’ 6’ OK 


Monument Sign Illumination No glare External, no specs given OK as long as it doesn’t glare 
into the eyes of drivers or 
pedestrians & does not exceed 
10 lumens at 3’ from face of sign. 


HEIGHT No specific restrictions in 
the criteria, PUD therefore 
is like Interchange 
Service in not having 
height restriction above 
grade for wall signs. 


97.5’ to top of Crocker 
Rd. logo which is visible 
only from the north. The 
latest PDP permits six 
story AG building to be 
102’ tall, 5 story 90’ tall. 


OK 


ILLUMINATION Section 13.4 specifies 
brightness settings for 
material media primarily 
visible from inside 
Crocker Park. Westlake 
code limits illumination to 
10 lumens when 
measured 3’ from the 
center of the sign face. 


Internal illumination, 
brightness not specified 


Condition that the brightness of 
the signage comply with the 
appropriate regulation, 
determined by if it is primarily 
visible from inside or outside of 
Crocker Park. 


MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ANY 
INDIVIDUAL LETTER OR 
LOGO 


Section 11.2, Note #8 of 
Criteria states that: Logos 
over 5’ tall can be 
approved by PC for 
tenants larger than 
100,000 sq. ft. 


The logo on the front 
façade is 9’ tall, on the 
rear façade 18.21’ tall so 
both would need special 
approval by the PC. The 
rear logo does not appear 
to be visible from Crocker 
Rd. or abutting residential 
properties. 


4’ modification to allow logo 9’ 
tall on front & 13.21’ modification 
to allow logo 18.21’ tall on rear 
façade as per discretion granted 
in Section 11.2, note #8, with 
condition that rear logo is not 
visible from Crocker Road or 
from residential properties that 
are not part of Crocker Park. 


NUMBER OF SIGN TYPES Section 11.2 allows 4 
primary sign types for 
office > 80,000K & 4 
secondary sign types 


3 primary sign types and 
2 secondary sign types 


OK 
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PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
1. Section 1212.09 of the Westlake Codified Ordinances establishes that signage within a PUD is regulated 


by a sign criteria and master sign plan approved by the Planning Commission (PC). 
2. Such a criteria was last amended and approved by PC on 5/20/13. 
3. Section 11.2 and 11.5 are the sections that primarily deal with signage for office tenants larger than 


80,000 sf. 
4. American Greetings occupies an office building greater than 600,000 sf. 
5. Section 11.2 permits individual signs up to 300 sf and a maximum combined allowable area for all 


Primary sign types up to 1,000 sf for office tenants of 100,000 sf or greater. It also allows PC to not count 
background area as sign area and to approve logos taller than 5’. Section 11.5 allows up to 75 sf of 
Secondary signage for major office tenants. 


6. Section 1.3 of Criteria states that “Freestanding signs, are allowed, including project and building identity 
signs.” And “Monument entranceway signs shall be permitted at each entrance into the development in 
accordance with the regulations in Chapter 1223 of the Codified Ordinances. As a PUD, Crocker Park 
will be allowed to have one (1) double-sided monument sign per driveway entrance to the development at 
a maximum area of 30 square feet or one (1) double-sided monument sign at a maximum of 40 square 
feet for each 800 lineal feet of frontage. Additionally, one (1) special “PUD District” monument sign in 
excess of forty (40) square feet may be allowed at the corner of Crocker and Detroit Roads, with the 
recommendation of the Planning Commission and approval by City Council.” 


 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the American 
Greetings Sign Plan with the following conditions and waivers from the approved sign criteria for Crocker Park: 
 


1. Waiver to not count the red area on the American Greetings building as sign area. 
2. Waiver to permit 9’ logo on the Crocker Road façade and 18.21’ tall logo on the west plaza façade. 
3. Condition that 18.21’ tall logo is not visible from Crocker Road or non-Crocker Park residential 


properties. 
4. Condition that any signage primarily visible outside of Crocker Park not exceed 10 lumens when 


measured 3’ from the center of the sign face and any signage primarily visible within Crocker Park 
comply with illumination regulations in Section 13.4 of the Criteria. 


5. Waiver to permit 101.96 sf of additional Secondary signage. 
6. Waiver to permit 174.57 sf of window signage facing the west plaza as shown. 
7. Waiver to permit 4’ tall, 1.49 sf directional sign as shown. 
8. Condition that the external illumination of the directional sign not glare into eyes of drivers or 


pedestrians. 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend approval of 
the American Greetings Monument Sign Plan with the following conditions and waiver from the approved sign 
criteria for Crocker Park: 
 


1. Waiver to permit a monument sign with 120 sf face angled northward and 15.82 sf face angled 
southward. 


2. Condition that the external illumination of the monument sign not glare into eyes of drivers or pedestrians 
and not exceed 10 lumens when measured 3’ from the center of the face of the sign. 
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Motion: Based upon the findings-of-fact Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second 
to approve the American Greetings Sign Plan with the following conditions and 
waivers from the approved sign criteria for Crocker Park: 

1. Waiver to not count the red area on the American Greetings building as sign 
area. 

2. Waiver to permit 9’ logo on the Crocker Road façade and 18.21’ tall logo 
on the west plaza façade. 

3. Condition that 18.21’ tall logo is not visible from Crocker Road or non-
Crocker Park residential properties. 

4. Condition that any signage primarily visible outside of Crocker Park not 
exceed 10 lumens when measured 3’ from the center of the sign face and 
any signage primarily visible within Crocker Park comply with illumination 
regulations in Section 13.4 of the Criteria. 

5. Waiver to permit 101.96 sf of additional Secondary signage. 
6. Waiver to permit 174.57 sf of window signage facing the west plaza as 

shown. 
7. Waiver to permit 4’ tall, 1.49 sf directional sign as shown. 
8. Condition that the external illumination of the directional sign not glare into 

eyes of drivers or pedestrians. 
9. Waiver to permit a monument sign with 120 sf face angled northward and 

15.82 sf face angled southward. 
10. Condition that the external illumination of the monument sign not glare into 

eyes of drivers or pedestrians and not exceed 10 lumens when measured 3’ 
from the center of the face of the sign. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Crocker Park Landscape & Hardscape Block K, 
within Crocker Park, rep. B. Meng, WARD 5 

Mr. Meng and Mr. Kerry Reeds were present to review the proposed landscape and 
hardscape for the K Block. Mr. Meng reviewed the proposed lighting which will have a 
variety of styles, effects and fixtures that will be used.  They propose to use changing LED 
lighting as color waves on the laneway (the pedestrian alley between KSE I and KSE II) to 
create ambiance and interest.  There will be light poles in Union Square which can 
coordinate with the LED light waves and lights that are strung on spans across the square 
and lane walkway that will give the appearance of a starry night. The trees will have up 
lighting along Union Street.  Mr. Reeds reviewed the laneway hardscape materials and 
patterns to be used such as pavers, granite, sandblasted stained concrete, and concrete with 
sparkle accents.  There will be movable seating and tables in the laneway and a variety of 
landscape materials. At the end of the laneway are bollards which will be removable for 
emergency access or events.  
 
Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo noting the proposal has a nice planting plan and he now 
has a better understanding of what is proposed for the lighting plan.  Previous plans received 
lacked some details and the plans submitted earlier this evening have more details.  The 
proposal will create an interesting and exciting sense of place. Questions to be answered are 
how will the LED color changing lights work and what type of a pattern will be used and 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 5/7/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Landscape and Hardscape Plan 
Minor revisions to the approved plan. 


Development Name Crocker Park Landscape & 
Hardscape Block K 


Address K Block 
Meeting Date  5/11/15   
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD, under 


development 
Applicant 
 


 Bialosky and Partners Architects Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


4/15/14;  4/30/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve the landscape and hardscape plans for Block K of Crocker Park 
that includes areas around the Hyatt Place Hotel, K Parking Garage, KSE-II Building, Union Square and 
the pedestrian lane.  These areas were shown in the previously approved KSE-I/II, KNE, and KPG.  
They have now been finely detailed to include specific paving, landscaping, furnishing and lighting 
selections. 
 
More specifically, the design includes a variety of plant materials, hardscaping, and lighting for the K 
Block to complement other areas of the development while giving it its own modern, unique sense of 
place.  Lighting includes tall poles/festoons; tree uplights; street light standards that match other street 
lighting in Crocker Park; decorative pendants in trees; color changing LEDs in the laneway; under bench 
and planter lighting; interactive pylons; laneway pendant.  All fixtures, except the in-grade luminaires 
are downcast and shielded.  Illumination is color-corrected as required but will also include colored for 
lighting for mood effects, as it is their intent to make this area of Crocker Park stand out.  The plant 
selection is appropriate and will be attractive.  The plan includes a paved and lawn plaza area with 
seating for concerts, seating walls, planters, a variety of paving, striping.  Emergency vehicle access is 
maintained.  The design meets all code requirements (e.g. ADA).  A variety of paving is provided 
including concrete, unit pavers, brick and granite.  They have also proposed using thermoplastic to 
create patterns in the pavement next to the Union Square.  The applicant has provided a synopsis of the 
design that explains the three distinct areas of the plan in his cover letter for this submittal as well as precedent 
photos. 
 
Staff requested that that applicant provide details of site furnishings.  There are precedent examples 
shown in the submittal and the specific product information is called out on the plans.  Also the plans 
lack detail – interactive  pylon detail, paving colors, paint finishes, etc.  This information may be provided at 
the meeting.  Also, the various lighting techniques to be used and how they change colors need to be explained at 
the meeting (e.g. festoon lighting). 
 
Tree Preservation 
 
An updated tree preservation plan reflecting the as built conditions of Crocker Park and the proposed plantings in 
the K Block was provided.  It indicates that the proposed tree plantings for the K Block will be just under the 
caliper inches required (29” deficit).  However, the overall caliper inches in Crocker Park is 1,153 inches over the 
required amount.  Since the caliper size of trees in the K Block will increase in size by  ¾” – 1” inch per year and 
there are 183 trees, the deficit will likely be eliminated within the first year.    
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PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Fire 1. Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire department 


personnel. 2011 OFC Section 504.1 
2. Construction will not interfere with means of egress or fire exits unless prior approval is 
received from the Westlake Fire Department/Fire Prevention Office and other means of exiting 
are provided.  2011 OFC Section 504.2 
3. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 20 
feet and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches.  2011 OFC 503.2.1 
4. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be designed and maintained to support the 
imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather driving 
capabilities.  2011  OFC 503.2.3 
5. Approved fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be provided for every facility, building 
or portion of a building hereafter constructed or moved into or within the jurisdiction. The fire 
apparatus access road/fire lane shall extend within 150 feet of ALL portions of the facility and 
all portions of the exterior walls of the first story of the buildings as measured by an approved 
route around the exterior of the building or facility.   2011 Ohio Fire Code 503.1.1 
6. The 25’/50’ turning radii shall be maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 2011 
OFC 503.2.4 
7. Tree clearance shall be maintained at a minimum height of 13’ 6” for emergency vehicle 
access. 2011 OFC Section 503.2.1 


Forester Approved. 
Police No comment 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings of Fact 
 


1. A modification is required for caliper inches, recognizing that the caliper inches are likely to be made 
whole within the first growing season. 
 
 


Recommendation 
 


As of the writing of this report, more detailed information is required – furnishing information, interactive pylon 
detail, details for festoon lighting , paving colors, paint finishes, lighting colors, etc.  Otherwise, the overall 
landscape design, plant material selection, and hardscaping design is satisfactory.   
 
One modification will be required to reduce the number of caliper inches required at planting to 691”. 
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how often will they change.  The tree preservation plans provided will support what is 
required for the development.  
 
Members of the commission felt the proposal was exciting and they liked what they saw but 
since revised plans were received just before the meeting they would like to table the matter 
so they have time to review them.  It was noted that the applicant would like to move 
forward with ordering the pavers as it will take time to receive them and some of the lights 
to be used are custom fixtures so they would like to be able to move forward with those 
items. It was decided that the pavers could be administratively approved by planning staff 
and the light fixtures still needed to be reviewed but the commission did like what they saw. 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to recommend approval of the 
Crocker Park Landscape & Hardscape Block K Development Plan pavers 
(landscaping, lighting and site furniture is not approved) with the condition they are 
administratively approved by the planning director. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table the remainder of the 
Crocker Park Landscape & Hardscape Block K Development Plan. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Suggested Code Amendment 1221.05 Schedule of 
Parking Requirements – tabled 4/6/15 

Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo and reported that since the last meeting he further 
revised the draft ordinance.  Changes made to 1211.11(a)(2) were that residential 
driveways/parking shall not cover more than 14% of an entire lot nor shall they cover more 
than 35% of a front yard.  Also in 1221.11(a)(3)(B)(a) the maximum width of the driveway 
limited to 2 lanes when not within 25’ of the garage.  Mr. Bedell suggested adopting the 
amendment and reevaluating after several months use to determine if calibration is required.  
If need be the Board of Zoning Appeals can grant variances on a case by case basis or the 
code can further be amended in the future.  The commission discussed the suggested 
changes and would like city council to draft legislation. 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to recommend legislation be 
drafted in accordance with Mr. Bedell’s May 7, 2015 memo regarding residential 
parking. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Lamb 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
MISCELLANEOUS - None 
 
ADJOURNMENT 




 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


TO:  Westlake Planning Commission 


FROM: Jim Bedell 


CC:  Nicolette Sackman 


DATE: 5/7/15 


RE: Suggested code amendment regarding residential parking 


 
 


Since the previous meeting, the draft code amendment was revised to address the following: 
 


 Location of parking areas being in front of and not wider than the garage for the residence 


 Parking pads not being located within side yard setbacks 


 Parking pads being limited to one per property for a maximum of two vehicles.   


 The provision for appeal to the Planning Commission for larger driveways was removed – to 
be handled through the BZA like other variances 
 


There was a question regarding driveways not being within an unobstructed sight zone, as presented in 
the draft.  I have also attached the draft language that I worked on with the Law Department last year 
to clarify unobstructed sight zones (see page 6). 
 
Also, I did another sampling of residential properties and found that the average property in the data 
set had 8% of their lot covered with driveway/parking.  The maximum was 14% and minimum was 
4%.  Therefore, I do not recommend permitting any more than 15% as a maximum allowable.  After a 
year we can reevaluate this number based on any BZA cases to determine if there have been an 
excessive number of cases resulting from the regulations. 
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1221.11   DRIVEWAYS TO PARKING AREAS. 
 


The location, width and number of driveways serving off-street parking facilities shall be 
planned in such a manner as to interfere as little as possible with the use of adjacent property and 
the flow of traffic on the street system. 
 


(a) Driveways/parking for one-family and two-family dwellings.   Driveways and associated 
off-street parking areas shall be provided for residences in accordance with the following 
standards: 
 


(1) Driveway/parking shall consist of an improved surface of concrete, asphalt or brick. 


(2) Driveway/parking shall not cover more than exceed fourteen (14) percent lot coverage 
of an entire lot nor shall they cover more than 35% of a front yard . 


(3) Driveway/parking shall be located in accordance with the following regulations: 
A. The location shall be approved by the Engineering Department in accordance with 


this section and 1221.11 (b). 
B. The location may be in a required front, side or rear yard in accordance with the 


following:  
a. The location of parking areas shall typically be in front of and not wider than 


the garage for the residence with the maximum width of the driveway 
limited to 2 lanes when not within 25’ of the garage. 


b. Ancillary parking is permitted on circular driveways and/or on parking pads 
adjacent to driveways (see (b) below).   


i. Parking pads shall not be located within side yard setbacks  
ii. Parking pads are limited to one per property for a maximum of two 


vehicles.  
c. Vehicles shall not be parked: 


i. On lawns or other unpaved areas. 
ii. Where they extend over any portion of a lot line or public sidewalk. 


iii. Within an unobstructed sight zone. 
d. The rear yard shall not be paved for parking unless it is also the location of a 


garage. 
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(b) Illustrative driveway/parking layouts. 


 
(1) Driveway/parking – examples of permitted layouts. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


A. Front-Facing Garage   
Driveway/parking is the same width as the 


garage/garage doors 


B. Front-Facing Garage   
An ancillary parking area is provided next to the 


driveway 


C. Circular Driveway  
Circular driveways are typically 1 -1.5 lanes wide 


and may provide ancillary parking 
 


D. Rear Garage 
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(2) Driveway/parking – examples of layouts that are not permitted. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


E. Side-Facing Garage   
Driveway/parking is the same width as the 


garage/garage doors with additional paving for 
backing up permitted 


F. Side-Facing Garage 
Due to the location of this side-facing garage a 
forecourt is permitted in front of the residence 


 


A. Front Yard Parking 
Parking extends beyond the driveway and garage 


and abuts the front of the residence, replacing 
landscaping with pavement   


B. Side and 
Rear Yard 
Parking – 


Corner Lot
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(c) Driveways for uses other than Except for one-family and two-family dwellings. 


Driveways to parking areas shall be provided for all permitted uses according to the 
standards set forth in the following schedule:  I MADE NO CHANGES TO THE 
REGULATIONS AFTER THIS POINT BECAUSE THEY PERTAIN TO 
BUSINESSES. 


 
 
 
  


C. Circular Driveway Parking 
Circular driveway abuts the front of the residence, 


replacing landscaping with pavement   


D. Front Yard Parking 
Parking not in connection with 
the front of the garage abuts the 
front of the residence, replacing 


landscaping with pavement 
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1. New Section 1230.01, Unobstructed Sight Zone 


The following deletes regulations relative to unobstructed sight zones that are buried in 1211.04(b) for 
accessory residential uses and provides better regulations in a new section in the new General Provisions 
chapter.  Graphics are added for clarity.  Sight zones are actually applicable to all districts so it makes 
sense to have them here. 
  


No sign, ornamental fence, wall, structure, or planting shall be erected, established, 
or maintained on any lot which will obstruct the view of drivers in vehicles approaching 
an intersection of two streets or the intersection of a street and a driveway, except as 
provided below.  This area shall be known as the unobstructed sight zone. 
(a) The unobstructed sight zone shall be determined as follows: 


(1) The area formed at the corner intersection of two planned right-of-way lines. The 
two sides of the triangular area being 25 feet in length measured along abutting 
planned right-of-way lines and third side being a line connecting these two sides, or 
(2) The area formed at the corner intersection of a planned right-of-way and a 
driveway, the two sides of the triangular area being 10 feet in length measured along 
the right-of-way line and edge of the driveway, and the third side being a line 
connecting these two sides.  


 
 
 


Unobstructed sight zones 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Fences, walls, structures, or plantings located in the unobstructed sight zone shall 
not be permitted to obstruct cross-visibility within a vertical height band between two 
and one-half feet to six feet above curb level.  Trees shall be permitted provided that 
limbs and foliage are trimmed so that they do not extend into the cross-visibility area or 
otherwise create a traffic hazard. 
This change requires that the following amended for consistency: 
1211.04  (b) 
 (2) Front yard of corner lot.  Landscape features may be located within the triangle formed 
by the planned right-of-way lines of the adjacent intersecting streets and a line connecting 
points on the planned right-of-way line, twenty-five feet from their intersection providing "sight 
line" within a vertical height band between two and one-half feet to six feet above curb level are 
not substantially obstructed unobstructed sight zones in accordance with the regulations 
as set forth in section 1230.01.  On the interior side lot line of a corner lot, features may be 
permitted in accordance with the regulations for an interior lot as set forth in subsection (b)(1) 
hereof.  
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Meeting adjourned at 9:50 p.m. The next regular meeting is scheduled for Monday, June 
1, 2015 in the Westlake City Hall Council Chambers. 

_______________________________  ____________________________________ 
Chairman Dan Meehan Nicolette Sackman, MMC 

Clerk of Commissions 

Approved: July 6, 2015


